Sintobrator Rollflow EVF 06R 030 Centrifugal Finishing Machine

Stock Code: VQ904
Manufacturer: Sintobrator
Model: Rollflow EVF 06R 030
Year of Manufacture: 1991
New or Used: Used (Second Hand)
Capacity: 110ltrs
Type: High energy centrifugal finisher
Other Info: Ultimate mass finishing process

This is a quality pre owned high energy spinning disc centrifugal mass finishing machine with only 8000 run hours

The Sintobrator high energy mass finishing system not only offers ultra fast process times, but optimum high quality finishing, labour savings with automated, repeatable, reliable results

The benefits of the Sintobrator Rollflow system include:
Sintobrator Rollflow EVF 06R 030 Centrifugal Finishing Machine

1. Media and parts flow smoothly resulting in reduced noise level compared with other finishing machines.
2. Finishing time is 5 to 10 times faster than vibratory barrel finishing and 10 to 15 times faster than rotating barrel finishing.
Reduction of finishing time results in increased productivity and low operating cost
3. Direct labor cost savings Fully automatic operation from parts loading to discharge results in very low direct labor cost.
4. Less parts impingement improves surface finish
Roll Flow finishing gives a uniform, damage free surface.
5. Improved working environment Low noise and vibration levels provide pleasant operation conditions.
6. Roll Flow can be interfaced with various production systems and factory layouts.
In line operations and work cells operations
6. Complete and compact Sequence controller, variable speed, tub rinsing, all standard features.
Roll Flows take up less floor space than other finishing machines of equal production capacity
View Sintobrator Rollflow EVF 06R 030 Centrifugal Finishing Machine on our web site at http://www.rileysurfaceworld.co.uk/machines/23305.htm
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